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November 2016 till June 2017 – Trip organisation
There is no doubt that GASBAGS can organize annual bike rides very fast after what happened for this ride. One or
two ideas had been floated on the Thursday evening pub nights but no one idea stood out. What we did know was
that nine of us wanted to join the ride this year: Jeff & Pam; Bushy & Bridget; Mike & Naoko; Alec; John & Amanda
(virgins on a GASBAGS annual ride). Alec is the GASBAGS annual ride coordinator but asked Mike to lead this time as
he had missed the ride the previous year. Mike called a meeting for the 16th November with only Naoko & Amanda
not being present. Alec pushed but not hard for Majorca, Pam tried again for Scotland, Portugal was raised by Mike
& Jeff, but the two ideas adopted for the short list were:
•
•

Corfu & Albania – excellently presented by Bushy
Menorca – presented by Mike, and with first-hand experience of Menorca

The vote went in favour of Menorca. The agreement from the meeting was:
•
•
•

the week for the ride would be June 18th to 25th (we never considered an earlier date when it might have
been cooler)
we would aim to book the flights by November 26th
Bushy, Jeff & Mike to meet the following day to discuss the routes and the overnight stop locations

The three volunteers went through the routes the following day, and agreed the stop-over locations: Mahon;
Fornells; Ciutadella (2 nights); Cala Galdana; Son Bou then back to Mahon. Mike had been concerned that the hotels
were selling out fast so we continued on and booked all the hotels with free cancellation, without really checking the
facilities of each hotel. It was agreed that Bushy would book the hire of the bikes.
Within a week the group had grown by one more as Alec had persuaded John Harrison (nickname JohnNAG – Not a
GASBAG) to join him in cycling on mountain bikes. The whole team booked their flights on November 23rd so being
able to hire bikes had become imperative.
Bushy took his role as bike hire co-ordinator very seriously and send emails to 5 companies. Two of these replied but
neither seemed to have the right bikes for touring on roads, e.g. Bike Menorca only had mountain bikes and City
bikes. Mike phoned Velosjoan, one of the companies that Bushy had emailed and that looked to have touring bikes,
and had the phone answered, and asked them to check if they had Bushy’s email and they had. Now Bushy
concentrated on dealing with Velosjoan. Bushy sent through our detailed requirement on November 24th. He had no
reply by December 1st, and sent a chasing email, “I refer to my email sent 26/11/16 and would appreciate your early
response.” By December 6th Bushy had still not had a reply and began to tear his hair out. He moved into Quantity
Surveyor mode, and sent an email, “URGENT REPLY REQUIRED”. He was ignored, and we assumed that shouting was
not the way forward, and now Velosjoan switched to dealing with Alec, with the confirmation of the bike hire
coming through on December 10th. However, even Alec became frustrated with the long delays when
communicating with Velosjoan.
Ann was showing interest and on December 13th checked the cost of the flights. The cost had risen by £50, and Ann
cheekily asked if the wonderful GASBAGS would share the extra cost – the answer was a firm no. However she
checked with her friend Fiona, and by December 19th the group had grown by an extra two.
We had still been having difficulty with the bike hire as the Velosjoan English understanding seemed to be lacking,
and our Spanish was non-existent. However Ann could speak Spanish, a excellent reason why we were all pleased
that Ann had signed up, so in early February she took over as bike hire co-ordinator and from that point on the hiring
of bikes went smoothly.
Ann became firm favourite to acquire the title of ‘GASBAGS Ideas Woman’ when she sorted out the luggage
transfers, and organized the shuttle bus for the transfers from the airport to the Mahon hotel.
In mid-March Mike issued out the assignment of ‘Day leaders’, which assigned each couple a day to be in charge and
to lead on the ride, with Jeff & Pam getting two days as both Jeff and Pam enjoyed being a leader.
John commented, “Amanda and I look forward to getting everyone lost on Day3.”
Ann commented, “Me and Fiona leading? Should be interesting!”

The Ride
Sunday June 18th – Home to Menorca
We had arranged to take two shared cars to Leeds-Bradford airport, the estate cars of Jeff and Alec. John & Amanda
had been left out of the arrangements as they had planned to continue on at the end of the Menorca bike ride to
Ibiza, though recently they had informed the group that their arrangements had changed and that they would fly
back with us. Perhaps their new GASBAGS shirts, three each, had built in a sense of loyalty to GASBAGS so they did
not want to leave us till the bitter end. Alec’s car had twice had problems on the travel day of a cycling adventure:
the first time was in 2012 for the GASBAGS trip to South Wales when a broken spring was discovered; the second
time was also in 2012 for the CTC ride in the Alps when the brake pipe split. Now this same car was approaching
200,000 miles but Alec, as always, had great confidence in his car. Mike had his car ready just in case.
Mike & Naoko collected Bushy & Bridget at 3:15am with their magnificent floral suitcase that filled most of the boot
then continued on to Alec’s house. Would Alec be awake? Alec had planned to return from Edinburgh the previous
evening but Mike had phoned twice just after 3am with no reply. Mike should not have been concerned as Alec was
outside with his car boot open when the foursome arrived. Within a short time the group set off with Alec informing
us that his sleep the previous evening had been delayed as he had mislaid his flight tickets and spent hours searching
for them. We were being driven to the airport by a person with little or no sleep – help! As we drove along the A1
we passed an estate car being driven along at a sedate pace by an elderly gentleman sat bolt upright. Mike realized
that it must have been Jeff, whose car inhabitants were Pam, Ann, Fiona and JohnNAG. Jeff’s car inhabitants must
have felt very relaxed whereas Alec’s car inhabitants were under stress about being driven in a high-mileage car by
an exhausted driver.
Our cycling group was completed when we met up with John & Amanda, and there were no problems with the flight
to Menorca. Ann had arranged for a minibus to take us from the airport to the Hostal Jume. She strode out from the
baggage collection with a plan of the airport in her hand showing where the minibus office was located. The
GASBAGS team strode behind her just able to maintain the same pace. Soon we were on the minibus and been
dropped off at the Hostal Jume before midday, and before the rooms were ready. Mike proposed that we should
enjoy a drink of beer from the adjacent café. John did not take much prompting and was seated with Amanda on the
outdoor seats with his first ‘large’ beer, even before the rest of the team had emerged outside the hostal.
Once we were all checked in we went for a stroll around Mahon led by the Menorcan experts Alec and Mike. The
first stop-off was the town square where the ‘Tour de Menorca’ started each year. We sat outside a café and
ordered more ‘large’ beers and some snacks. Mike downed his beer quickly and ordered another, and was now
ahead of John, who had been checking his smart phone. We continued our stroll through Mahon, and walked down
to the port area so requiring a walk back up multiple sections of steps to the hostal.
We agreed to meet as a group at 7pm to stroll down to the port area again,
aiming to find the restaurant that the ‘Tour de Menorca’ team had dined at
the previous year. Mike & Alec, two of the ‘Tour de Menorca’ team
members, were almost at the restaurant when out strode a beautiful young
waitress and accosted them with her remarkable loud voice.
”We have the finest food blah, blah, blah,” she started to say.
Mike interrupted, “ Do you have a fixed menu”, he asked.
John strode forward, “We need beer so let’s agree to stop here.”
Our young waitress quickly arranged the seating so that there was a table of 12. Our waitress, who turned out to be
from Barcelona, spoke such good English that Ann was not needed to translate, much to her chagrin.
Our young waitress now took firm charge. She could probably have acted as a referee between Sunderland and
Newcastle. “Who wants a large beer?” she called out. The hands went up quickly just in case we were admonished
for being slow. Our waitress continued in this mode until all the drink and food had been ordered. The meal turned
out to be excellent, though Mike had no memory of what he ate after downing a further two large beers.
The return walk to the hostal was much slower and could be called an amble. It was Mike’s turn to act as Day Leader
the following day so asked the team to be ready to walk to the bike hire shop, Velosjoan, by 9:40am. A discussion
started:
“Are Velosjoan collecting the suitcases from the hotel?”

“No, we have to push them the one kilometer.”
“That’s crazy. We should have asked them to collect them from the hostal.”
“We didn’t but we could ask them to collect them.”
“That sounds like a good idea so let’s agree to leave the suitcases in the hostal.”

Monday June 19th – Mahon to Fornells – 22 miles 30+ DegC
Day Leaders: Mike & Naoko
Mike dreamt about being Day Leader and realized that he
needed to have a brief meeting with the team. After breakfast
he gave an input:
• Offer Velosjoan one euro each to collect the suitcases
• Stop every three or four miles for a quick drink
• Stop before the junction to Cap de Favaritx (about 4
miles) to decide if we detour 9 miles to see this attraction
• Meet at 9:30 in reception with the suitcases
The above was agreed and Ann was empowered to offer
Velosjoan an extra €12 to fetch the bags.
We assembled by 9:40
and set off to walk the
one
kilometer
to
Velosjoan. We arrived
just before the manager, who walked through the shop to the desk closely
followed by Ann, who had booked the bikes, and Mike, who wanted to
confirm the price. Ann switched into Spanish and began to discuss the
suitcases. By the gestures and language we could all tell that the negotiation
was not going well, though likely to have more success than the Brexit
negotiations. The manager was the only one in the shop and could not leave
it to collect the bags. A few suggestions were made: “Could we stand in for him?”; “Could he fetch the suitcases at
1pm?”. However the manager’s head kept shaking. Ann never offered him the extra €12 as she probably thought it
was pointless but Mike wondered what price would have bought his acceptance. We realized that we would have to
return to the hostal to fetch the suitcases. All the men except JohnNAG, and Fiona being the one lady representative,
returned to the hostal. Meanwhile the bikes were being setup for the women and by the time the suitcases were
wheeled into the shop all the women’s bikes were ready. By quarter past eleven all the bikes were ready to go.
Alec and JohnNAG set off first on their mountain bikes with Alec’s bike having enormous tyres, and JohnNAG’s bike
much thinner tyres – perhaps matching their weight difference. Mike had been studying the map the day before and
believed that it was better to go around the ring-road than to return to the centre of Mahon and go on the port
road. He had not reckoned on the enormity of the traffic and there were a few complaints but there might have
been more complaints on the port road route due to the massive hill that the team would have needed to cycle up.
Just before setting off Mike turned to Jeff, “Please will you act as sweeper at the back to ensure that no-one is left
behind.” Jeff nodded – either meaning that he had heard what I had said or that he would actually act as sweeper.
After about a mile Mike led the team off the ring-road and onto the road signposted Fornells. Bridget was just
behind him and shouted out with a smile on her face, “I’m at the front!. This might be the only time.” She was right
as not long after she took up her position near the back and just in front of Bushy. After two miles Mike stopped and
shouted out, “A quick drink stop.” He was very hopeful until someone began to put on suntan oil, and Bushy brought
out a sandwich. The next stop was two miles further on just before the Cap de Favaritx turnoff. Everyone was feeling
hot as the temperature was over 30 DegC.
“Do we cycle to Cap de Favaritx, which will be a 9 mile detour?” asked Mike.
There were mixed feelings as some did not want to be in the midday sun for too long, and others wanted to see one
of the top ten sights of Menorca.
“I have been studying the map,” said Jeff. “We can miss out Favaritx, and those that want to cycle more can cycle to
Cap de Cavalleria once we have checked into the hotel.”
This seemed a good idea and swung the decision against cycling to Favaritx. Mike set off again with the group in tow,
stopping every two or three miles for a drink. We passed a signpost for Fornells’ beaches but continued until we
reached the centre of Fornells. We quickly found a café that sold beer and chips. We had all brought our own food
and the aim was to eat it after the café stop, but instead the odd few retired to a seat close to the café to devour
their food.

We cycled on to the Fornells’ Torre, with Jeff followed by Fiona leading the
group up the slope to the Torre. Everyone, except John & Amanda, went into
the Torre and ascended the narrow steps to the top, which provided an
excellent view of the area.
Our hotel was back along the route that we had come and then a right turn
towards Fornells’ beaches. Mike had booked the Aparthotel Tramontana
without noticing the layout of the hotel or the facilities. He had been asked
to send a deposit for the rooms, with the other members of the team paying
Mike their share. He had worked out precisely how much everyone had to
pay, and at first explained to the reception staff how we would pay the bill. One very attractive member of the staff
was very impressed by his calculation, and remarked words to the effect, ”He must be genetically gifted.” Mike had
once had this said about his cycling ability on a ride in Spain, but now his cycling ability was declining. We were each
given a green band to wear around our wrist so that we could get the breakfast. These bands were given out almost
like confetti as there were spares to go around both wrists and even legs – would we be allowed several breakfasts?
We were told to park out bikes on a balcony overlooking the inside of the complex, and far below we could see a
swimming pool. Pam’s eyes lit up and might have dived in there and then except that the balcony was higher than a
swimming pool high diving board. Our suitcases had arrived, proving that Ann’s sophisticated labeling system had
worked. The realization dawned on all of us that there was no lift in the hotel so we would have to push our
suitcases down several flights of steps.
Once we were down Mike realized his mistake when handing out the room
keys. Ray & Bridget, Jeff & Pam and John & Amanda had been given the key
to a three-bedroom apartment adjacent to the pool, whilst he & Naoko,
JohnNAG and Alec were in an apartment which was the next level up, and
thus their suitcases needed to be carried up more steps. Mike suffered in
silence – he was the Day Leader and could not even get the best room!
John & Amanda, who seemed to need regular food, went off to find a
restaurant, whilst the rest of us enjoyed a swim in the pool. On their return
our touring bike group decided that
we needed a drink, actually beer. The reception staff gave us directions for
the Isabella Bar, which was close by. We were drinking our first beer when
Alec & JohnNAG turned up. They had just arrived back from a tough day
cycling on their mountain bikes. Mike looked at JohnNAG and remarked, “it
looks like it was a tough ride as the light has gone out of your eyes.” Alec
looked ok so was he pushing JohnNAG too far? Alec informed us all later
that JohnNAG hardly ever drank water so this was perhaps why he looked
so exhausted.
We had to decide where to eat so John turned to his smart phone and called up ‘Travel Advisor’. One restaurant that
appeared likely was called the Cactus. Mike tried searching as well but had to admit that John had the edge as
regards searching on a smart phone.
We set off walking back then Pam, forever searching for a beach to swim from, closely followed by Jeff, veered off
the path and onto a track. Naoko also went off on the same track and shouted to us all, “Trust me – this is a fast way
back.” Mike was surprised but followed Naoko, and the rest followed as well. Naoko was right, as the path was a fast
shortcut to our rooms. Just before arriving Bushy & Bridget went off to search for the Cactus restaurant. They
returned stating firmly that the Cactus restaurant that they had found was not suitable for our group. Ann & Fiona
needed a drink as they had not joined the team at the Isabella bar, so they set off in search of the elusive Cactus
restaurant. Soon Ann phoned Mike, “I have booked us all in to the Cactus – it looks perfect but get here fast.”
After an excellent meal, Jeff & Pam, the following Day Leaders asked us to be ready to start cycling at 9:30. Ann &
Fiona complained that the time was too late and wanted the time at 9am. Jeff compromised and changed the time
to 9:15.

Tuesday June 20th – Fornells to Ciutadella – 22 miles 30+ DegC
Day Leaders: Jeff & Pam
There was a notice adjacent to the pool that the pool was just
open from 9am to 6pm. However Alec, who had seen the notice,
just decided to ignore it as he thought that it was probably
aimed at children who would make lots of noise. He sneaked out
of his room at 7am, passed JohnNAG’s room, and took a long dip
in the swimming pool.
Mike walked out of his apartment to go to breakfast and saw
Alec and Bushy in front, with Bushy pushing his enormous floral
suitcase. Now this suitcase had to somehow ascend the multiple
flights of steps. Alec offered to carry up the suitcase but Bushy
wanted to show that he was man enough to perform this task.
About halfway up he gave in and let Alec help. Alec picked up
the suitcase and ran up the remaining steps.
During Mike’s sleep he had an idea. In order to identify our 8
suitcases better he thought that we could attach on a green breakfast band. But would the hotel mind providing an
extra 8 bands. It was hardly likely that once the bands were attached to the suitcases that they would demand an
extra breakfast. The reception desk agreed to provide the bands so now the suitcases should never get lost. In fact
there were 7 suitcases plus JohnNAG’s bag that was not much bigger than a standard shopping bag. Alec re-assured
us all that JohnNAG was punctilious in ensuring that he washed his clothes each evening.
Jeff was going to lead the day and over breakfast he explained to us his plans for the route. It had always been
unlikely that he would adopt the proposed route as Jeff was GASBAGS ‘Ideas Man’ and loved to change things.
Jeff explained “Our route will be taking the side roads to Ferreries rather than heading to Es Mercadel. This way we
will avoid the traffic.”
“What about cycling up the mountain El Toro? I wanted to give everyone the chance to get the fantastic view from
the top,” said Mike, “though I would have stayed at the bottom.”
“We can still cycle up El Toro on my day,” said Fiona, showing that she would be leading and not Ann.
A bit later Jeff came up to Mike, “I think that we will stick to the main roads after all as the road surface might be too
bad on the side roads.”
Surprisingly we did set off at the allotted time of 9:15, with Jeff leading and Mike acting as sweeper. After a few
hundred yards we all stopped at the supermarket to buy water and other refreshments. By the time we cycled off
again we were back on Jeff’s schedule of leaving at 9:30.
After cycling just over two miles Jeff stopped the group and explained his new idea, “We will head off on the side
roads to check the road surface and then decide if we continue or return to the main road.”
For the first half a mile the road surface looked like it had just been laid, and
Jeff made the decision to carry on. We cycled on roads for the next 5 miles
then hit a rough track and for the next mile we had to push the bikes. The
track improved but now began to
rise steeply uphill. The pushing
continued for most of us though Ann
managed to cycle part of the half a
mile slope. Mike arrived at the top
first, having pushed all the way,
closely followed by Naoko then
Fiona. He took a photograph of the two at the top, then walked back to film
the rest of the group.
“How has gone?” Mike asked Ann, who was cycling slowly uphill.
“Terrible, terrible! Good job there is a cloud.”
“How about you two?” Mike asked Bridget and Pam.

“Wonderful, Mike, I just love a good sweat,” came back Bridget.
“A lovely day for a walk,” said Pam.
“Good route, Jeff,” Mike remarked to Jeff, who had his shirt unzipped and
looked like he needed feeding up more – nuts are not enough.
“A bit tough! There were no contours on the map, definitely no contours.”
Bushy called across, “John and Amanda need your moral support, Mike. You
should go down and help them. I am knackered.”
Mike walked down the hill to meet up with Amanda and John, who were pushing up their bikes slowly. Amanda
never said a word showing that she must have been tired.
Mike remarked helpfully, “This is
what GASBAGS is all about – going
on routes which weren’t planned.”
“Who was it who said that Menorca
was pretty flat? I am completely
knackered,”
red-faced
John
exclaimed.
After resting at the top, Jeff led the team just over two miles down to
Ferreries, and spied a café for us to stop at. The waitress cleared away the lone cyclist that was resting at one of the
tables so that our big group of ten could sit down outside. She assumed that we would be eating and brought out
menus but we all ordered a Kas lemon drink poured onto ice, and which we all had found very refreshing in the heat.
Just as were getting ready to cycle on Alec and JohnNAG turned up, looking tired. They sat on the far side of the
outside of the café as they said that there was a faint breeze there.
Jeff realized that the only way to get to Ciutadella was to cycle along the main road Me-1.
“We will need to cycle 8 miles along here so take care,” remarked Jeff, taking his Day Leader’s role seriously.
Jeff led off with Mike taking his sweeper role at the bike. After just over 8 miles Jeff led the team off the Me-1 onto
the Ciutadella ring road, and almost immediately Bridget, who was into ancient ruins (including Bushy) spotted a sign
for one.
“We must stop,” she called out.
We circled around until we found the entrance and parked up the bikes. Mike agreed to watch the bikes.
John said, “Too hot for us two, we are going to find some shade.”
Once the team re-assembled and Mike had been told what a wonderful ancient ruins he had missed seeing, we all
cycled on.
“Let’s go for a drink first before going to the hotel,” Jeff stated loudly, and we all nodded, indicating that we had
heard what he said. Unfortunately for Jeff our route went straight past the hotel, and we all ignored Jeff’s last
request and parked our bikes outside the hotel.
Jeff quickly recovered his composure and as he had booked this hotel, went
to the desk to book us in.
We agreed to meet up within a short time to go for a walk through Ciutadella
and to find a café for more beer. There was a festival in Ciutadella and the
town was much livelier than Mahon. We strolled down to the port then
found a café. The waiter asked, “Who wants a large beer?”, and almost every
hand went up, including the ladies. We strolled back to the hotel then
returned to the port area for our evening meal, meeting up with Alec and
JohnNAG who were staying in a different hotel that had a pool but no air
conditioning. Both of them had been in the pool but agreed that air
conditioning was the better option, as their room was too hot. After the meal Alec & JohnNAG went back to their
hotel, and the rest of us strolled slowly back. John proposed that we should have a nightcap, which was an
innovation on GASBAGS rides and sounded a very good idea to Jeff and Mike, but Bushy said that he and Bridget
would go straight back – perhaps a romantic evening? All the ladies stayed on as well.

Wednesday June 21st – Ciutadella loop to Cap d’Artruix – 28 miles 30+ DegC
Day Leaders: John & Amanda
Pam had been disappointed the previous day as we had not
passed a beach, and the hotel, booked by her husband, did not
have a pool. However she had checked the map for this day’s
route and had spied several beaches. She was feeling much
happier.
Ann had announced the previous evening that she was too tired
on this day and would be taking a rest. However Fiona was as
keen as ever to cycle. She had been showing how fit she was on
a bike, maintaining a position normally just behind the leader.
John had been having problems with his Garmin 1000, top of the
range for cyclists. However he led us off just after 9am with
Mike closely behind using Viewranger on his iPhone. John was
getting a bit agitated that his Garmin was playing up.
Jeff shouted out, “Mike you take the lead to get us through
Ciutadella, as it is not safe in this traffic.”
Mike went in front, and almost turned left as indicated on his Viewranger map, but realized that it was a one-way
street so took the next left turn onto a road that was being totally re-laid. He dismounted from his bike and walked
to the far end of the road, closely followed by the rest of the team, and now we were out of the main town centre.
“You take the lead now John,” said Mike and switched to being sweeper.
John led us, using the map on his Garmin, right through to the southern point
- Cap d’Artrutx. On the way we passed at least two beaches but Mike wanted
to continue to the Cap as he had thought that there was a beach there.
Unfortunately Mike was wrong so Pam would have to wait for her dip in the
sea. We sat down in the lighthouse’s café and ordered more of the ice-cold
Kas lemon drinks.
Mike had planned a circular route at the southern end but soon we found
that it was not possible to access one of the tracks so we turned around and
headed back on the same route. We
headed back to the Cala Blanca beach. Once we had locked up the bikes we
headed to the beach café, with John and Amanda arriving first and ordering
beer. Mike arrived next and also ordered beer. Jeff ordered beer then
disappeared off with Pam, and they were next seen swimming in front of
the café – did Jeff like warm beer? Bushy went on a walkabout, as it might
be called in Australia, and he could be seen on the far side of the bay
wandering up and down with his bike helmet still on.
After spending more than an hour at the beach café we were ready to cycle
on, with the time being almost two o’clock. We came upon another beach,
Cala Santandria, and this time Mike & Naoko joined Jeff & Pam for a quick swim.
After the swim Bridget spoke up, “I want to to see the Naveta des Tudons. We passed it yesterday and we should
have stopped to look around.”
“What is it?” asked Mike.
“It dates back to 1400BC and is one of the most significant monuments of prehistoric Europe.”
“It is likely to be a collection of old stones so I am not keen,” stated Mike.
“We will head back as we have had enough sun for the day,” came in John.
“I want to go if everyone else is going,” said Naoko.
Everyone cycled off with Jeff leading, and Mike, wanting to join John & Amanda but realising that he should
accompany Naoko, cycled slowly at the back. Jeff stopped to ask directions from a pig farmer, who indicated that we

needed to return to the Me-1 major road. After cycling over 5 miles we saw a
signpost for the Nareta des Tudons. There was a small hut beyond a fence
with a man taking the entrance fee. Because we had a group of seven the fee
for each of us was reduced from €3 to €1.8. We locked up our bikes hidden
nicely behind the fence, though the chance of the bikes being stolen seemed
to be insignificant as there were very few people about.
We walked up a long path, through a gateway and then in front saw the
Nareta, which looked like a tiny version of Mike’s son’s barns. Mike was
underwhelmed but a big smile came across Bridget’s face – another
collection of old stones that she had visited. Mike walked back but Bridget enthused the others to go in search of the
rest of the monuments – her dream was to see a T-shaped one. However there were no more prehistoric
monuments on the site, confirmed by the ticket assistant. He explained that there were other Talayotic sites
scattered across Menorca. Bridget set her face firmly as she was determined to visit more.
We cycled the three miles back along the Me-1 to the hotel, now used to seeing very little traffic on this major road,
and arrived back before five o’clock, in plenty of time for the evening meeting time of 7pm.
Bushy & Bridget were to be the Day Leaders the following day. Would Bridget have us cycling across all of Menorca
in search of T-shaped old stones – hopefully not! Bushy had been expressing concern that the route that he had
been sent by Mike might be too rough as we approached Cala Galdana, and one suggestion was that we could ask
the Velosjoan cycling shop. Mike checked the route on Google maps and it showed that there was a cycling route
between Turqueta beach and Cala Galdana, not along the coast but the route Mike had drawn out on Viewranger,
with only the last kilometer being a track. Just before six o’clock Mike thought that it would be worthwhile to walk to
Velosjoan, who had their shop in Ciutadella, just in case they were still open. He knocked on Bushy’s door, with the
door opening slowly to reveal the full-length nakedness of Bushy but only a few inches of his full length showing, and
his bushy head peering around the door. Mike explained about going to Velosjoan, with Bushy agreeing that Mike
should go alone, as time was tight.
“I will return and let you know the outcome,” remarked Mike.
The shop was in the adjacent street to the hotel, and Mike was surprised that it was open, and learnt that it did not
close till 8pm. He asked the female shop assistant about the route, and she just about understood what he was
asking as she spoke broken English. She called out the bike mechanic and asked his advice. He spoke in even more
broken English and said that it would be possible to ride, and push at times, along the coastal path, first to Cala
Macarelleta (another possible beach for Pam to dip into) and then onto Cala Galdana (Mike worked out later that
the distance was about 4 miles). Mike pointed at the thin tyres on one of the bikes and the mechanic indicated that
it would be fine to use our rented bikes. Note that Mike realized later that he never asked him about the one
kilometer of track on the Google map route.
Mike returned to the hotel and knocked on Bushy’s door. This time Bushy was dressed and we sat down on the stairs
outside the door whilst Mike explained the outcome of seeing the bike shop.
“You can go and check as the shop does not shut till 8pm,” remarked Mike.
“That’s ok! It is better if you lead the ride tomorrow,” said Bushy.
Once we were all gathered in reception at 7pm, including Ann, who looked much brighter, we strolled down to the
port area of Ciutadella again for our evening meal, and of course, beer. After the meal Jeff & Mike were really keen
on a nightcap again but this time John & Amanda said that they wanted an early night and were closely followed by
Ann and Fiona, whilst Bushy or Bridget decided to stay on as well. We chose the same café as the previous evening,
with Jeff choosing brandy again and Mike choosing Cointreau.

Thursday June 22nd – Ciutadella to Cala Galdana – 19 miles 30+ DegC
Day Leaders: Bushy & Bridget

Over breakfast Mike explained the situation as regards the route to John, and asked him if he would like to lead as
he had been put down as route backup to Bushy. However he said that he preferred that Mike took the lead.
After breakfast Mike walked along the Viewranger route, going past Velosjoan, to ensure that he knew the way out
of Ciutadella. When everyone was ready to go we cycled off at just after 9:15, past the bike shop, and turned right.
We had to stop in less than half a mile as John had two problems, his bike cleat was stuck in his pedal, and he had a
puncture.
“The bike shop probably won’t open till 10am, so it is too long to wait. We can fix the puncture and I can get by with
the cleat,” remarked John.
“You are not going anywhere till that cleat is fixed,” commanded Amanda. “We will walk back to the bike shop and
wait for them to open. The rest of you can cycle on.”
“We are not leaving you here. It is one for all, and all for one,” stated the whole group in unison.
Fortunately Velosjoan was open and John’s cleats were replaced with a new pair, and his front wheel was
exchanged. John was positively beaming with happiness and shouted, “it fits”, just like Prince Charming had when
the shoe fitted Cinderella’s foot.
We set off again just before 10am, and 40 minutes later arrived at Turqueta beach. We cycled downhill, past a
packed out car-park, and along a track till we arrived at the beach, which was full of people and towels. We locked
up the bikes underneath some trees. Bushy and Bridget hurried off to find a space, and probably paddled. Mike saw
a small space in some shade, which he knew Naoko would appreciate, and was then joined by the rest of the group
prompting one couple, that had been sunbathing on their towels, to move away. John, who seemed to have an
aversion to swimming in the sea, said that he would look after the bags, so the rest of us changed and ran into the
sea. Pam was very happy as she had swum in one hotel pool and this was her third beach swim – how many more?
Mike returned from his swim, changed, and decided to walk along the coastal path to
see if it was fit for taking our bikes along. The path had some very rough parts, and
though there were some less rough parts it looked like the group would need to push
their bikes most of the four miles, which in the midday sun did not seem sensible. His
view was confirmed when he met an English couple, about the same age as our
younger members, after walking about a kilometer. They said that they had cycled the
route on mountain bikes and had been forced to carry their bikes over some of the
very rough ground. They advised against taking touring bikes on this route.
Mike met Bushy on the way back and explained to him, showing some photographs
that he had taken of the rough ground. We agreed that this path was not an option.
The only two options left was either to cycle all the way back to Ciutadella and cycle
along the major road Me-1 to Ferreries, or to take the original planned route with the
one kilometer of track near Cala Galdana. We decided upon the latter option.

Unfortunately we had to now return up the slope, with Mike leading the way. We had set off back just after midday
when the sun was at its peak so plenty of sweat was oozing out. After one and a half miles he spied a café, and being
well in front of the others, thought he would get a quick drink then the group could carry on. However everyone
stopped and we all had the standard Kas lemon drink and rested for half an hour.
Mike led the way along the road for another 8 miles and just before 2pm they reached the track that Mike had
estimated at 1 km long.
“You said that this route was all road,” exclaimed Bushy.
“No, I said that Google maps showed that we could cycle through to Cala
Gandana, with the last section being a track,” replied Mike.
We cycled along the track, took a wrong turn and returned, then found that
our route was blocked by an enormous locked gate, with a brick wall on one
side that we could climb over.
Mike, at last able to use his two-metre height, thought that the best way to
get the bikes to the other side of the gate was to pass the bikes over the top
of the gate. He picked one up and shouted for Jeff, who was standing near the brick wall, to take the bike.
“Don’t rush,” shouted out Pam, “Let’s do this calmly.”
Jeff took the first bike, then Mike picked up the next bike. The wheel swung and knocked his glasses, with the bridge
falling on the rough ground. Mike fell down on his knees, desperately searching for the bridge, as without it he
would be almost blind.
“Come and help me look Naoko,” called Mike.
However Naoko was on the far side of the gate and wondered what all the commotion was about. Fortunately Mike
found the bridge and continued to pass the bikes over the high gate, with two receiving the bikes on the other side.
Someone read a sign attached to the other side of the road stating that the track upon which we had cycled was on
private land, so how had Google maps shown it as a cycle route? Once all the bikes had been passed across we
cycled off and soon came to a road. We turned left and circled around till we came to the Aparthotel Floramar. We
arrived at 2:30 just as Alec & John had almost finished checking in.
Mike had booked 4 rooms of which one was for Alec & John, whilst Alec had booked one room that was for Mike &
Naoko. We had both been charged deposits, which had split between the group so Mike wanted the reception clerk
to charge us a bill for the the 5 rooms as he had worked out how much everyone owed. It took over half an hour,
with all the bill payers standing around, for the reception clerk to accept our payments. John just wanted beer and
would probably have paid the whole bill if we had let him. Ann & Fiona, who had booked a joint room, just sailed
through right at the start.
When Mike appeared at the pool most of the group were in the swimming pool, including of course Pam. However
Mike was more interested in cooling down his inside by drinking beer, and was ordered a large beer in a frozen glass.
Cala Galdana was renowned for having a wonderful half-circle beach, and
each couple went separately for a stroll around the beach area. Jeff, being
the GASBAGS Ideas man, had proposed that we could have the buffet meal
at the hotel. Mike & Naoko bought their tickets, and agreed with the rest to
meet in the hotel reception at 7pm to discuss where we should eat. For once
we split into two groups. John & Amanda went with Ann & Fiona for a walk
and drink around the beach then returned to a restaurant near the hotel.
Amanda stated clearly, “We never eat in the restaurant of the hotel where
we are staying.”
The rest of us went to the buffet, and sat outside next to the pool. We all took some fruit juice then we were told by
the waiter that the juice and coffee was just free to the all-inclusive guests wearing armbands, but he winked at us
and said go ahead. The most exciting part of the evening was when loud music was blasted out for the children. Alec
got out of his seat and walked across to the children’s organizer and indicated to turn it down. She did! John had
really started a trend with his nightcap idea with all the men indulging this time. Our evening ended after 11pm so
we could boast to the other four that we had a great evening. Their evening also ended after 11pm so both alike.

Friday June 23rd – Cala Galdana to Son Bou – 25 miles 32+ DegC
Day Leaders: Ann & Fiona

Mike awoke early and wondered if to take an earlymorning dip in the swimming pool but was still
apprehensive about
entering the pool
when it was classed
as closed. However he
dressed quietly so as
not to wake Naoko
and crept out of his
room just after 7am.
When the pool came
into view Alec could
be seen floating around in the pool. Jeff said later that he
had also been to the pool.
Ann had handed the route leadership across to Fiona. The previous evening Fiona had explained her
modification to the route that had been proposed by Mike (to cycle through Ferreries to Es Mercadel so
that those that wanted to could cycle up El Toro to get a superb view of the whole of the island). However
Fiona judged that none of the team would attempt to cycle up El Toro with the temperature being over 32
DegC. Her modification was to go through Ferreries to Es Migjorn, which would keep us off the major road
between Ferreries and Es Mercadel.
Over breakfast Fiona explained all of the above to the team again, and ensured that everyone knew the
route.
Bridget spoke up, “There is another Talayotic site just off the road down to Son Bou. Please can we stop
there”.
We walked off on the pavement on the dot of 9am with Fiona leading down the one-way street. We were
passed by bikes cycling the wrong way down this one-way street, but none of our group had the temerity
to break rank and cycle down. At the bottom Fiona mounted her bike and we all followed her leadership.
We cycled around the bay, across a bridge and then up the hill towards Ferreries. Fiona had shown before
what a good cyclist she was, normally cycling just behind the leader, but now, freed from constraints, she
shot ahead to ensure that we were going in the right direction. However she also slowed down every mile
or two so that she could bring the group to a halt for a drink stop.
Her plan had been to stop after 5 miles at Ferreries for a break but she realized that it was too soon, so we
continued on towards Es Migjorn. After another mile there was a sign for another Talayotic site, pointing
off to the right up a hill. Bridget became very excited again, with her excitement spreading to everyone
except John & Amanda and Mike. These three stayed at the bottom whilst the others cycled or walked up
towards the site. Just Jeff and Fiona cycled all the way, with Naoko walking from the start, and the others
pushing up their bikes. After 40 minutes, with the sun beating down, and John getting redder, the group
set off again.
After 9 miles, at 11:30, we reached Es Migjorn, with Fiona judging that now was the time to stop. We
locked up our bikes outside a café with most of us again having the Kas lemon iced drink. There was a
board displaying a variety of sandwiches and most of us chose one of the options. Unfortunately the
sandwiches had to be prepared so our café stop extended to almost an hour.
Fiona led us up towards Alaior, onto the Me-1 major road for a short time and then we headed south
towards Son Bou. In less than two miles we spotted the sign for the Talayotic site, the Torre d'en Galmés
Wikipedia stated, ‘Torre d'en Galmés is a Talayotic site on the island of Minorca, between Alaior and Son
Bou, Minorca. The town developed from the start of the Talayotic era and expanded until the end of the

Roman occupation, after which it was abandoned.’
Bridget’s eyes lit up, and she felt like racing ahead but for the heat of the midday sun. John & Amanda
made the wise choice of continuing on to the hotel, where beer would await. The rest of us turned off to
the left and cycled until we reached a large hut, which was the reception for the historic site. The
receptionist looked very pleased to see such a large group, and explained that our admission fee also
entitled us to watch two five-minute films about the Talyotic period and this historic site. Fiona, being the
Day Leader and very attentive to the rest of the group, asked the receptionist where we could have a
picnic on the main historic site, and was shown a location underneath some trees. We cycled half a mile
more to reach the main historic site, which had another reception shed.
Mike was surprised that Bridget accepted the idea to have a picnic first as he thought that she would be
running around searching for any T-shaped monuments. Mike, however, wanted to walk around eating his
sandwiches, initially not expecting the site to be large as it turned out to be. Mike wandered around not
realizing that there was a plan with all the main points of interest numbered from one upwards.
After seeing a large portion of the site Mike now wandered around
just in front of the rest of the group so he didn’t keep saying, “I have
seen that”.
There turned out to be caves, T-shaped structures and much more
which must have satisfied Bridget’s desire after the disappointment
of the Naveta des Tudons.
After two hours, past three o’clock, Fiona led us back to the road
down to Son Bou.
“You should lead now Mike as you know the way to the hotel,” said Fiona.
After two miles Mike tuned off right as shown on his Viewranger map on his iPhone. However the route
was shown as going on a track through a closed gate, which seemed to lead to a house. Mike turned round
and led the group down a steep hill and into Son Bou, stopping at a roundabout. He could see that the
beach was off to the left, and that off to the right was a steep slope full of houses and hotels. His map
indicated that their hotel, Valentin Son Bou Hotel y Apartamentos, was at the very top of the steep slope.
He cycled on for half a mile then turned right and immediately dismounted and began to push his bike up
the slope. He was followed by the rest, being led by Ann, Fiona and Naoko. When he looked back again
only Naoko was in sight. Ray & Bridget and Jeff & Pam had sat down on a bench to both check that the
hotel was up the slope, and to help Ann & Fiona locate their hotel . After a third of a mile Mike reached the
hotel, and checked out that it was actually our hotel, with Naoko waiting at the hotel sign for the others.
Jeff had booked this hotel, and now Mike could understand why he had booked half-board – it was too far
to walk to any restaurant. The big question was, would John & Amanda eat in the hotel?
Jeff took charge for registering into the hotel. We collected our luggage and went to our rooms. Mike had a
phone call from Ann, who was staying at a different hotel with Fiona, Apartmentos Mar Blau, that was
close to the beach and so all the way down the slope.
“Please can you check if our suitcase has been left at your hotel,” she asked.
Mike went to check and their suitcase was in the luggage room. Mike phoned back with the good news and
bad news.
“The suitcase is here so it has not been lost. However we are right at the top of the steep slope,” said Mike.
Ann said that she would arrange a taxi, but he learnt later that both Ann & Fiona walked all the way up the
slope to collect the suitcase. Mike thought that he would not have liked to have been the Velosjoan driver
when Ann contacted him – could Ann swear in Spanish?
Everyone turned up in the pool area, if only to drink though most swam. JohnNAG was at the bar looking
very happy, and did not have a haunted look but Alec & he had only cycled 12 miles. We arranged to meet
in the dining area at 7pm, even John & Amanda though they normally never ate in the restaurant of the

hotel where they were staying.
Jeff had checked to see if there was a taxi to go to the beach, and was
told that there was a free minibus every half an hour. Jeff & Pam,
Bushy & Bridget, and Mike & Naoko alighted the 5:30 bus and arrived
at the beach 5 minutes later. Bushy & Bridget took off their shoes and
went along the shore paddling. The other four quickly changed and
were in the sea very fast. The beach reminded Mike of Southport
beach as it took a long time to get deep, though it was much warmer.
The group returned to the hotel just an hour later. The dip in the sea
might not have lasted long but it was one more count for Pam of
swimming on this holiday.
Over the meal Jeff wanted to discuss the route. The first thoughts had been that all those in the Valentin,
except the mountain bikers, would cycle down to the bottom of the hill and meet up with Ann & Fiona at
9:15. However Jeff had realized that it was possible to cycle inland from this hotel, and to remain on the
flat, and to reach the Me-1 after 4 miles. This proposal was agreed, so now Ann & Fiona had to be
requested to come up the slope once again.
Mike sent a text, ”We have agreed to cycle inland from here starting at 9:15. Is that ok?”
Ann replied, “Ok but make it 9:30.”

Saturday June 24th – Son Bou to Mahon – 28 miles 35+ DegC
Day Leaders: Jeff & Pam

Mike was determined to take an early-morning dip at this
hotel, which was the most expensive one that the group
had stayed in. He changed just after 7am and walked
across to the pool area. Jeff and Pam were both floating
and swimming around so he joined them. There was also
one very attractive young lady, in a bright pink swimming
costume, walking around in the pool next to the edge
talking to a man who was taking photographs of her. Jeff
and Mike’s eyes were drawn to looking across at this
couple because the lady’s swimming costume had no
material covering her bottom. Instead two tanned bulbous
moons were on show.
Everyone arrived at breakfast just after 8am, and went to
the same large table that the group sat at the previous evening. It was an excellent buffet breakfast, and
now we were able to get fruit juice and coffee, which had not been available at the buffet meal the
previous evening. Mike hurried back to his room at 8:45 to complete his ablutions, then found that the
door would not unlock – the key was going round and round. Mike was very concerned! How would it be
possible to get the suitcase packed in time for the pick-up van? Naoko returned, then Mike called out to
one of the staff to have a look. He also turned the key round and round, and suggested that we should go
to reception. Naoko hurried off to the reception, whilst Mike went off to complete his ablutions in the
main hotel. By the time he returned to the room a ‘specialist’ had unscrewed the door handle and had the
door open. Naoko completed the packing quickly, and Mike pushed the suitcase to the reception, sweating
profusely though he need not have worried as the Velosjoan van did not turn up till late in the afternoon.
By just before 9:30 everyone staying in the Valentin hotel was outside and waiting to go. Would it really be
possible, Mike thought, for Ann & Fiona to arrive by 9:30? Mike cycled around the hotel to the top of the
steep slope and there they were, right on the dot of the agreed time.
When Ann & Fiona joined up with the rest of the group, there was a discussion about the time to take the
bikes back to the Velosjoan shop. When the bikes had been collected Ann & Mike had agreed with the
Velosjoan manager to return them by 4:30. However the previous evening Alec had requested that the
time be moved back to 5pm, but Ann would need to contact them to change the arrangement. It was
agreed that we would stick with 4:30, and Mike sent Alec a text to that effect. Would he read it though?
The group set off, with Jeff leading, on the route towards the Me-1
major road. The route turned along the Me-1 then south then east
towards San Climent, reaching there at 11:40 after cycling 13 miles.
We stopped at café for 40 minutes with another round of Kas lemon
iced drinks – our favourite drink after beer. Bushy was very intent in
checking the route, so Jeff took
out a paper map, and there was a
vociferous debate. Pam now led
the team off towards the
southern coast, and along the coastline and after a further 7 miles we
reached the Binbequer beach at 1:30. We all pushed the bikes
towards a café that was on the far side of the beach, and found a long
bench large enough for our group of ten. A few of us ordered large
beers, forgetting that we still had seven miles to cycle back to Mahon.
Pam changed quickly and ran into the sea – she realized that this dip
was likely to be her last on Menorca. She was closely followed by Jeff, then Mike and Ann. Bushy and
Bridget went off paddling again – was Bushy counting how many times he had paddled?

An hour after arriving at the beach Jeff led us on the direct route to
Mahon. After three miles he stopped.
“I’ve planned a two-mile diversion to Es Castell,” he said, and showed
a photograph of a very beautiful beach.
“I’d prefer to cycle straight back,” remarked Mike, feeling tired and for
once going against the Day Leader.
Everyone concurred with Mike, “Let’s cycle back.”
“I will go to Es Castell myself,” responded Jeff.
“You are the Day Leader, Jeff, and you should take account of the team’s view,” admonished Pam. “You
should lead us back.”
Jeff realized that he had to comply, and could not go against his mighty wife, so he led off. Just on the
outskirts of Mahon we crossed the outer ringroad then cycled up a road that was totally blocked by roadworks. We turned around and cycled back to the ringroad. Jeff wanted to turn right but Mike could see on
Viewranger on his iPhone that it was more direct to get to Hostal Jume if we turned left. Mike’s view won
(in part because this was his fourth Menorcan trip) and we cycled on a bike path alongside a one-way road,
and surprisingly (even Mike was surprised) ended up at the junction on the inner ringroad very close to the
Velosjoan bike shop. It was 3:30 and the shop was shut, which was expected as the manager had said that
the shop was shut on Saturdays and that he would open the shop at 4:30 especially for us to return the
bikes. A few wanted to wait an hour there till the shop opened.
Mike said, “Let’s return to the hostal. We can have a beer at the café, and check if the luggage has been
delivered.”
Mike set off back, followed gradually by the rest of the group. The café was shut when we arrived outside
the hotel. Mike checked and the suitcases had not yet arrived. Ann phoned her Son Bou hotel and was told
that her suitcase had not been picked up. She was worried, and asked Mike to check with the Valentin
hotel to see if the suitcases had been collected from there. Mike did not comply with this request as he
thought that he would know soon enough when they arrived at the shop.
When Mike walked back to the café area he could see John & Amanda sitting on chairs belonging to
another café, with a large beer in front of John. Mike bought a large beer, and the rest of the group bought
their drinks. Alec and JohnNAG turned up on their mountain bikes. JohnNAG looks especially tired, with the
light having gone out of his eyes.
“Alec is always losing things,” JohnNAG moaned. “I asked to see the map a few miles back, and then he
realized he had left his rucksack at our last stop. We had to cycle back over a rough track at least three
miles. It is not surprising that I look tired.”
At 4:20 we all cycled back to the Velosjoan shop, being led by Alec on a roundabout route – he seemed to
have forgotten about the short way. When we arrived the shop was shut.
Mike sat with Ann in a shaded area next to the shop, and read out the
Velosjoan phone numbers to Ann so she could try them. After a time
one was answered and Ann began speaking Spanish, with Mike waiting
impatiently to hear what had happened.
“The van has just dropped off the suitcases, including mine, at the
hotel, and should be here soon,” she said.
We then saw the van draw up, and were so happy that any thoughts of
getting upset with the driver disappeared out of our heads. We walked
back to hostal, and arranged to meet at 7pm, now our standard time for searching for a restaurant.
JohnNAG looked very happy when we met up again at 7pm. The haunted look had disappeared from his
eyes and he was all smiles, knowing that he had no more rough ground to cycle over and no more going

back to fetch Alec’s belongings.
Jeff said that he had found a good restaurant at the bottom of the
steps, which led to the port area. However when we got there it was
well and truly shut. We walked on looking at other restaurants, but
Mike’s mind was more set upon going to the same restaurant as the
one we went to on the first evening, in part because he could
remember from past experience that there were few other
restaurants as good, and in part because the waitress from Barcelona
had been fun even though a little loud.
Halfway along the port area John said, “If you can find a restaurant in
the next minute I will be very happy as I need a beer.”
Mike knew that there was at least a five-minute walk to the restaurant so walked faster with a big gap
growing between him and the rest of the group. The Barcelona waitress was not there, which was a great
disappointment. Again almost everyone put up their hand when asked by the waitress if we would like
large beers.
In every restaurant Naoko had taken on the role of sorting out the bill, which has always been an onerous
task for a group meal. Her technique changed and improved over the week, and by end she was ensuring
that the restaurant knew exactly how much tip they had been left.
Mike made an impromptu speech, thanking everyone for coming on the trip, Jeff for helping book the
hotels, and Ann for booking the bikes and the transport.
Someone shouted out, “thanks to Naoko for sorting out the bills.”
Someone else shouted out, “thanks to all the Day Leaders.”

Summary
This year we had the largest group of GASBAGS, and of course JohnNAG, on a tour since 2009 when we had 17
touring in Scotland.
Last year we only cycled 88 miles on the GASBASGS ride in Croatia. This year we regained some credibility as a
cycling group by cycling 144 miles, and that was despite the unfavourable conditions for easy cycling with the
temperature being over 30 DegC every day. However we had no rain at all and only a faint breeze, which was
wonderful.
The hotels, booked by Jeff & Mike, turned out to be better than either of them had realized when they booked
them, and three of them had swimming pools.
Bridget went home very happy, having wandered around four Talayotic sites, with most of the group accompanying
her though Mike missed two and John & Amanda avoided them like the plague. They either had seen plenty of
historic architecture on other trips, or they were concerned about the sun beating down, and of course by arriving
early at a destination meant earlier access to beer.
Pam, and of course Jeff, must have been thrilled at the number of swimming pools (three) and beaches (six) where
they had been able to take a dip.
John led the way with beer drinking, closely followed by Mike. What was remarkable was that all the men and most
of the women were opting for large beers near the end of the ride. On the last day John drank at least 5 large beers,
which though a record for this trip was no match for the 15 pints that Jim Miller drank on the GASBAGS annual ride
in 1997.
Naoko jumped at every opportunity to get the bill and then collect the money at all the restaurants, with Naoko’s
new GASBAGS job title becoming ‘Cashier’.
We rarely met much traffic on the roads so felt quite safe. The bikes were good, with the bike-hire representatives
being very helpful, especially when John needed his cleats changed. The luggage transfer, organized by Ann, worked
except for one minor mishap – though major to Ann & Fiona as they had to walk up a steep hill to collect their
suitcase.
Overall it was another very enjoyable holiday with new pastures, good cycling, warm weather, and wonderful
company.
GASBAGS can only hope that the three new participants – John, Amanda & Fiona – will want to cycle on the Annual
ride in 2018. JohnNAG would also be very welcome to return again though perhaps as JohnHAG – Half a GASBAG.
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